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SENIOR’S SUPPLE
AND SLIM
WINDOW IS THE
PERFECT FIT

ASTRASEAL SAYS DISTINCTION’S NXT-GEN
IS THE BEST DOOR SLAB ON THE MARKET!
Astraseal Group is one of the UK’s largest PVC-u and aluminium window, door
and conservatory manufacturers and operates in the trade, commercial and
retail sectors. The Group is also one of Distinction Doors’ longest-standing
customers. Astraseal recently introduced the nxt-gen composite door to its
portfolio and the company is delighted with the move. Karl Cornwell and Andy
Gailey, Production Managers at Astraseal, deliver the same verdict: “It’s the best
door slab that we have worked with.”

With a successful track record
of delivering complex glazing
solutions for the commercial
sector, leading manufacturer
Senior Architectural Systems
is also helping customers
working in the domestic
market enjoy a wide range of
flexible design options thanks
to the development of the
company’s new super-slim Ali VU
aluminium window.
For more information visit:
http://www.
seniorarchitectural.co.uk

For more information visit:
https://www.astraseal.co.uk/

DISTINCTION’S NXT-GEN ADDS REAL
VALUE TO HS TRADE WINDOWS BUSINESS
HS Trade Windows has been a Distinction Doors’ customer for over ten years. It
recently introduced the new nxt-gen composite door range to its fabrication
set-up four months ago and it’s already proving to be a hit.
For more information visit: http://www.hstrade.co.uk
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CWMTILLERY INVESTS IN OPTIMAX FROM HEGLA
Cwmtillery Glass based in South Wales has recently further streamlined production with the installation of a HEGLA
Optimax cutting table with laser technology and two loading systems comprising a double sided loader and a shuttle
loader, providing the double sided loader with considerably more glass types. The investment has enabled the company
to increase cutting productivity and works in unison with the two Bystronic I G Speedlines that were installed last year.
With demand increasing for the various glass types manufactured at the company, Managing Director Paul Hayward,
wanted to simplify production methods and increase efficiency down the production line.
For more infomation visit:
http://www.cwmtilleryglass.co.uk/

DISTINCTION’S NXT-GEN MAKES BUSINESS EASY FOR
Composite door manufacturer Doorsmart Ltd added Distinction’s nxt-gen door to its portfolio last year and Director Craig
Broadley says it’s made business much easier. “The door is far easier to manufacture and has less wastage but for us the
stand out innovation is the flush-fitted beading. It has reduced our stockholding because all the doors come with a prefit internal bead and therefore there is no need for cassettes. It’s helped us with order processing too because there are
fewer component parts to order and hold in stock. It’s design technology at its best and has made a big difference to our
business.”
For more information visit:
http://www.doorsmart.co.uk/
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